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Abstract 

The North-East Greenland Ice Stream (NEGIS) was discovered as a large fast-flow 

feature in north—east Greenland by synthetic aperture radar (SAR) imaginary of the 

ERS-1 satellite. In this study, the NEGIS is implemented in the ice-sheet model 

SICOPOLIS (Simulation Code for POLythermal Ice Sheets), which simulates the 

large-scale dynamics and thermodynamics of an ice sheet three-dimensionally and over 

time. 

In the first part of my study, paleoclimatic simulations are carried out. We 

simulate the evolution of the ice sheet on a 20-km grid for the period from 250 ka BP 

until today. Spin-up simulations are from 422 ka BP until 250 ka BP, and the time step 

for all model components is 5 a. It is driven by a climatology reconstructed from a 

combination of present-day observations and GCM results for the past. In the 20-km 

resolution runs, we employ two different types of simulations, one is variation of the 

basal sliding coefficient in the Weertman sliding law for the NEGIS area, and the other 

is consideration of the effect of surface melt—water to basal sliding at NEGIS. We 

assume that the NEGIS area is characterized by enhanced basal sliding compared to 

the "normal", slowly-flowing areas of the ice sheet, and optimize the basal sliding law in 

the NEGIS area by minimizing the misfit between simulated and observed surface 

elevations and velocities. Tuning the basal sliding coefficient shows a very clear effect 

on the NEG IS, and by comparison with velocity data, provides a reasonable value of the 

coefficient. On the other hand, the surface melt—water affects only the ice margin, and 

therefore cannot explain the onset of the NEG IS as far upstream as observed. 

In the second step, 10-km resolution simulations are carried out with a modified 

domain map based on Fahnestock et al. (1993) in order to have a more detailed 

representation of the NEG IS. The model time is from 127 ka BP until today without 

spin-up simulations, and the time step for all model components is 1 a. Like for the 

20-km simulations, fast sliding in the NEGIS area is implemented by an enhanced

basal sliding coefficient. By comparison with date for the velocity and the ice thickness, 

it is concluded that an enhancement by a factor three gives the best results. 

Then, the role of the NEGIS for the possible decay of the Greenland ice sheet in 

future warming climates is investigated. Recent observations of accelerated ice flow in 

Greenland indicate that surface melt—water percolating to the base may play a crucial 

role in provoking a fast reaction of ice-sheet flow on increased surface temperatures. By 

employing a simple, plausible parameterization of this process for the NEG IS area, we 
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simulate the evolution of the ice sheet over the next centuries in response to standard 

greenhouse—gas—emission scenarios, and look into the question whether an accelerating 

NEG IS can affect the stability of the ice sheet as a whole. For future warming scenarios, 

the effect of the NEGIS (the best basal sliding coefficient) and the variation of the 

surface meltwater coefficient are investigated. Moreover, we model the surface 

meltwater effect on the entire ice sheet with the same settings of the basal sliding 

coefficient of the NEG IS and the climate conditions. From the result of the runs, we find 

that the surface meltwater effect (when limited to the NEG IS) on the total volume of ice 

sheet is quite small, while the variation of global warming scenarios affect the ice 

volume strongly. However, the surface meltwater effect is pronounced when applied to 

the entire ice sheet and very high values for the surface meltwater coefficient are 

assumed. It is obvious that ice melts strongly in large areas especially in southern 

Greenland where temperatures are generally higher. 
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要旨

人工衛星ERS-1 の合成開ロレー ダー (SAR)によって大規模な速い氷の流れが見出

され、 北東グリーンランド氷流(NEGIS)がグリーンランドの北東部に発見された。 本研究

では3次元動力学／熱力学的氷床モデルSI COPOLIS (Simulation Code for POLythermal 

I ce Sheets)を用いてこの NEGISがグリーンランド氷床の変動に与える影瞥を明らかにす

る。

研究の第一段階として 25 万年前から現在の氷床変動の数値実験を行う。 42 万 2

千年前から25万年前までの計算結果を初期条件として、空間·時間分解能はそれぞれ20km

と 5 年に設定する。 モデル中の気候条件は、 観測値で得られた現在の気候条件とGCMの

結果から得られた過去の気候条件を組み合わせて再現された指標に基づいて計算する。

20kmグリッドの実験では、NEGISの領域でWeertman底面滑り則の底面滑り係数を変化

させる実験と、 NEGISでの底面滑りに与える表面融解水の影響を考慮する実験の二種類を

実行する。 氷床の大部分を占める”通常"のゆっくりとした氷の流れに対し、 NEGISの領域

では底面滑りを変化させる事によってその領域に速い氷流を表現する。 氷床表面高度と表

面流動速度のそれぞれにおいて、 数値実験の結果と観測値を比較し、 その差が最小になる

底面滑り則の係数値を最適な値とみなす。底面滑り係数の変動はNEGISに顕著な影響を示

し、 氷床表面速度の観測結果との比較により妥当な係数の値を得ることができた。 一方、

NEGISの領域での表面融解水の底面滑りに与えうる影響は、簡単で妥当なパラメ ー タ ー （表

面融解水係数）を用いて導入する。 その結果、 表面融解水の影響は氷床末端にとどまり、 そ

れゆえ実際に観測されているようなはるか内陸の上流部にまで及ぶNEGIS の特徴を表面

融解水の影響のみから説明できないことが明らかになった。

研究の第二段階として、改良されたNEGISの領域を用いた10kmのグリッドの数

値実験を行う。 これはFahnestockら(1993)によるグリーンランド氷床表面の衛星観測結果

を基にしており、 NEGISの存在領域をより詳しく表現するためのものである。 計算する期

間は12万7千年から現在までであり、 初期条件には予め計算された氷床の情報を用い、 時

間分解能は1年に設定する。20kmグリッドの数値実験と同様、 NEGISの速い氷流は底面

滑り係数を変化させる事によって表される。 実験の結果、 氷床表面速度と表面高度の観測

結果との比較によって、 通常の滑り係数の3倍の値が最適であると結論づけられた。

次に、 NEGISがグリーンランド氷床の変動において、 将来の温暖化気候下ではど

のような影響を与えるかを予測する実験を行う。 今日のグリ ーンランドでの氷流加速の観

測結果は、 氷床表而気温上昇によって生じた融解水が氷床底面まで浸透して流動を促進す

ることで、 気候の変動が短い応答時間で氷床の流動に影響を与え得ることを示唆している。

そこで表面融解水係数を用いて標準的な温暖化ガス放出シナリオ下で数世紀に渡って氷床

成長を計算し、 その結果を従来のモデル結果と比較する事によって、 温暖化によって表面
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融解が増加したときに NEGISが氷床全体の安定性に影響を及ぼし得るかどうかについて

調べる。この実験ではNEGISの影聾（最適な底面滑り係数）に加えて表面融解水係数を変

化させた計算を行う。 さらに同じ条件で、 表面融解水の影瞥を氷床全体に与えた場合につ

いても数値実験を行う。計算の結果から、表面融解水の影瞥をNEGISに制限した場合に表

面融解水の氷床の全氷体積への影聾はかなり小さく、 一方で温暖化シナリオを変えること

による氷体積への影響は非常に大きいことがわかった。 しかしながら、 表面融解水の影響

を氷床全体に適用し、 しかもかなり大きな 値を見積もった場合には氷体積への影響は顕著

であり、 概して気温の高いグリ ーンランド南部での氷床の後退が特に著しいこと明らかに

な った。
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1. Introduction

1.1 General background 

It is a well—documented fact that the earth has been getting warmer recently, 

and the effect can not be neglected any more. One of the most sensitive elements for 

warming climates in nature is snow and ice. The major part of snow and ice masses 

exists as glaciers and ice sheets, especially the ice sheets in Greenland and Antarctica. 

The Greenland ice sheet is the second-largest ice mass on the present-day earth. The 

amount of its ice volume is 2.9 X 106 km釘and the ice-covered area is 1. 7 X 106 km告

which equals 7.5 m of sea-level equivalent (Bamber et al., 2001b). It is estimated that 

the mass loss of the ice sheet is composed of approximately 50% melting and 50% 

calving (the decay from the margins) (Ohmura 2004, Huybrechts, P. et al., 1991), that is, 

plenty of melting is caused by global warming. The effect of the warming must be 

significant, and will lead to a large decay of the ice sheet. 

As a remarkable topic in recent scientific research on global warming, the melt 

water from glaciers and ice sheets is provoking the sea—level rise. In the third 

assessment report of IPCC (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change), Church et al. 

(2001) note that estimates from modeling studies have led to contributions of between 

0.0 to 0.1 mm / a (corresponding to a negative mass balance of - 50 - - 90 km3 / a) 

during the 20th century from the Greenland ice sheet, and another value between 0.15 

to 0.25 mm I a was reported by Ohmura (2004), who compiled the reliable data from 

various places in the world. It is also estimated in IPCC that the sea level changes from 

1990 to 2100 with the 1S92a emission scenario (a middle of the range scenario in which 

population rises to 11.3 billion by 2100, economic growth averages 2.3 % / a between 

1990 and 2100 and a mix of conventional and renewable energy sources are used) 

(Leggett et al., 1992) due to the Greenland ice sheet is - 0.02 - 0.09 m. New results 

from satellite-based (GRACE) gravity measurements indicate that the total mass loss of 

the ice sheet is - 239士23 km3 / a during the period from April 2002 to November 2005 

(Chen et al. 2007). There is still uncertainty in the assessment; however, ice is surely 

melting due to the recent global warming. 

Ice streams are notable features, which show significantly faster ice flow than 

the surrounding ice because of their basal topographic characteristics. Two major ice 

streams of the Greenland ice sheet are Jakobshavn Ice Stream (JIS) located in central 

west Greenland, and the North-East Greenland Ice Stream (NEG IS). It is researched 
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that each of them drains "'10 % of the coastward mass flux of the Greenland ice sheet. 

The flow speed in JIS has doubled since 1995, and the acceleration led to maximum 

values of 13 km / a in 2002 - 2003 (Joughin et al. 2004). Although there is no direct 

connection between ice melting and ice streams, ice streams can lead to a decay of ice 

sheets via fast flow. Some previous researches (e.g. Iken et al., 1983) suggest that 

surface meltwater accelerates the ice streams. 
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1 .2 Review of previous modeling research 

The topography of Greenland is well researched (Bamber et al. 2001b, c) (Figure 1) 

and the surface velocity is measured around the 2000 meter elevation contour (Thomas 

et al. 1998). PARCA (Program for Regional Climate Assessment) also provides a data set 

maintained by NASA which aims at measuring and understanding the mass balance of 

the Greenland ice sheet. Moreover, four deep ice cores, Greenland ice core project 

(GRIP), NorthGRIP (NGRIP), Camp Century (CC) and Dye 3, were obtained which 

provide information of the surface climate history until 250,000 years into the past. 

Several studies on the Greenland ice sheet have been carried out with three 

dimensional thermomechanical ice sheet models (Letreguilly et al. 1991, Calov and 

Hutter 1996, Ritz et al. 1997, Greve et al.1998, 1999, van de Wal 1991, Marshall and 

Cuffey 2000, Huybrechts 2002, Tarasov and Peltier 2003). Greve and Hutter (1995) 

found the significance of the input values of the geothermal heat flux. Subsequently, the 

model SICOPOLIS invented by Greve (1997a) was applied to the Greenland ice sheet 

(Greve 1997b), and was run with several types of parameters in two different steady 

climates, as well as three transient scenarios, such as sinusoidal Milankovic-period 

forcing, paleoclimatic forcing from the GRIP core reconstruction, and future greenhouse 

warming forcing. He demonstrated the effect of the geothermal heat flux distribution on 

the ice sheets (2005a) more precisely, which was based on the global heat-flow 

representation by Pollack et al. (1993), and was modified by using temperature data of 

the deep ice cores (Figure 2). 
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1 .3 Specific research problems 

1.3.1 The North-east Greenland ice stream 

The large ice flow feature in northeast Greenland was discovered first by 

Fahnestock et al. (1993) (Figure 3(a), 3(b)). It was found by means of C-band synthetic 

aperture radar (SAR) imagery from the European Space Agency's ERS-1 satellite, and 

the feature was called'North-east Greenland ice stream' (NEGIS) afterward. The 

satellite showed the backscatter signatures of snowpack which varies with the balance 

of accumulation and melt at various elevations. As well as visible band Advanced Very 

High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) imagery indicated, SAR also revealed the 

characteristic surface topography in northeast Greenland. This feature must be 

dynamically generated by enhanced ice flow. Beside it, the faint streaky character of the 

margins suggested that the margins were sites of shear strain, which elongates features 

within the region where the velocity gradient is high. The ice flow originates in the 

interior ice sheet, some 550 km from the coast, and flows north-northeastward. Its 

width is - 20 km initially, and becomes - 70 km wide 400 km from the coast. This width 

is maintained for 150 to 200 km, until it becomes more difficult to identify. Since the 

flow is located along the axis of the broad topographic basin, it is likely that the feature 

plays an important role in the ice dynamics of this region and is responsible for the 

morphology of the basin. 

Fahnestock et al. (2001) have traced internal layers along a flight track flown 

by NASA P-3 Aircraft carrying a University of Kansas ice-penetrating radar and a 

NASA laser altimeter. They revealed the high melt rate and onset of rapid ice flow in 

the large ice stream. To evaluate the relation of internal layering and basal melting, the 

age-depth relation is taken which is determined by the balance between surface 

accumulation of snow and thinning of ice due to the horizontal gradient in flow speed. 

With the age-depth relations, they detected very high rates of melting on the northern 

flank of the summit dome (Figure 4(a), 4(b)). The high melt rates coincide with the 

disturbed topography associated with rapid flow that begins in this region. In addition, 

the disturbance of internal layering caused by basal melting was also visible in 

individual radar profiles. The basal melt rate indicated geothermal fluxes 15 to 30 times 

higher than the continental background. Although the origin of the high geothermal 

heat is not revealed, they measured that there was a gravity high, a locally strong 

magnetized area at the southern limit of rapid basal melt, and a coincident topographic 

edifice in the bed. From these observations, they suggested as the cause of the high melt 
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rate a presence of a volcanic topography such as a caldera structure. In their conclusion, 

they suggested that meltwater produced in the area from basal ice is responsible for the 

onset of rapid ice flow in the large ice stream. 

Moreover, a new ice thickness grid had been generated from an extensive and 

accurate dataset of ice thickness measurement collected during 1990s by University of 

Kansas. The ice thickness grid was combined with a new digital elevation model (DEM) 

of the ice sheet and produced a new bed elevation dataset for the whole Greenland 

(Bamber et al. 2001b). Comparing this dataset with balance velocity estimates for the 

ice sheet reveals the pattern of ice flow controlled by the bed, and the presence of the 

NEGIS which is clearly associated with a distinct basal trough (Figure 5). 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 3(a). Mosaic of August 1992 ERS-1 SAR imagery of the Greenland ice sheet. The 

mosaic is the SSMバpolar stereographic projection. A coastline has been superimposed 

in white. 

Figure 3(b). Enlargement of Figure Al showing a large flow feature in northeast 

Greenland. Scale bar is 100 km. 

(Fahnestock et al., 1993) 
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Figure 4(a). Accumulation rate for the interior of the Greenland ice sheet. 

Figure 4(b). Basal melt rate and rapid ice flow derived from figure 4 (a). 

(Fahnestock et al. 2001) 
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Figure 5. Contour plot of balance velocities up to 500 m / a. The contour intervals used 

were 10 m / a up to 50 m / a and the 50 m / a intervals above this value. (Bamber et al. 

2001b) 
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1.3.2 Surface meltwater influence 

The significant effect of surface melt-water to the basal sliding of an ice sheet 

was reported by Zwally et al. (2002). They observed the acceleration of ice flow during 

periods of summer melting in west-central Greenland at the Swiss Camp at 1175m 

elevation (69.57 ° N, 49.31 ° W) near the equilibrium line in June 1996. They found that 

the ice flow is accelerated during the period of surface melting, followed by deceleration 

after the melting ceases in the seasonal variation. They emphasized the acceleration 

mechanism. In the ablation zone, surface meltwater is collected in surface lakes or 

crevasses, or flows directly into moulins. The collected water penetrates quickly to the 

bottom through moulins, and is drained subglacially (Figure 6). When it reaches the 

interface between bedrock and ice, it markedly works as a basal lubricant and induces 

the ice acceleration. 

They also presumed a mechanism which explains the acceleration by surface 

meltwater. The meltwater reduces the friction at the base and also lifts the ice sheet 

when its water pressure intensifies. This mechanism was previously reported by Iken et 

al. (1983) at the site of an alpine glacier. In addition to the direct effect of increased 

water pressure, the flow of surface water at approximately 0℃ to basal ice at the 

pressure melting point of - 1℃ transfers heat for additional basal melting. From 

these considerations, increase in surface meltwater due to climate warming might 

contribute to the acceleration of ice sheet flow. 
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Figure 6. Schematic of glaciological features in the equilibrium and ablation zones, 

including surface lakes, inflow channels, crevasses, and moulins. Ice flow for basal ice at 

the pressure melting point is partly from basal sliding ad partly from shear deformation, 

which is mostly in a near-basal boundary layer. (Zwally et al., 2002) 
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1.4 Goals of this study 

The first goal of this study is the creation of the NEG IS in paleoclimatic, 20 km 

resolution experiments by changing the basal sliding coefficient in the NEG IS area. It is 

inferred from the ice thickness deviation and comparison of surface velocity between 

observation and simulations. The next step is the evaluation of the influence of surface 

meltwater at NEGIS in the paleoclimatic runs which may cause accelerated ice flow, 

and therefore affects the ice volume significantly. In the 10 km resolution paleoclimatic 

simulations, more precise results will be obtained, and the best fit for the basal sliding 

coefficient will be determined. Besides, linear basal sliding, which takes place on soft 

sediment, will be considered at NEGIS as an alternative to non-liner sliding on hard 

rock. 

In the future simulations, the effect of NEGIS with enhanced basal sliding 

coefficient and acceleration due to surface meltwater in warming climates will be 

studied. The surface meltwater effect is applied either at the NEGIS only, or for the 

entire Greenland ice sheet. The future evolution of NEGIS under several warming 

climate scenarios and the effect of surface meltwater on the ice sheet are interesting 

and important for further researches of glaciers and ice sheets in the changing climates 

on earth. 
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2. Dynamics of ice sheets

2.1 Balance equations 

If we consider the properties of ice, its deformation is described as a 

density-preserving, non-linear (power law) viscous fluid. We first introduce the balance 

equations of mass, momentum and internal energy of ice, respectively, 

divv = 0, 

dv 
p― = divt+ /, 

dt 

du 
p- = -divq+ tr(t·D) +pr,

dt 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

where v is the velocity vector, p the ice density, t the time , t the stress tensor, 

f external volume forces, u the internal energy of ice, q the heat flux, D the 

strain-rate tensor, and r the specific radiation power. 

Equation (2.1) expresses the conservation of mass of ice. For a 

density-preserving (incompressible) fluid, p = constant, that is, the density of ice is 

considered to be unchanged over time. Equation (2.2) represents the momentum 

balance, which describes three dimensional stress balance for each point of the material. 

The internal energy balance is described by Equation (2.3). 

The matrix of the stress tensor t is 

．
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Here, the three diagonal elements (t xx, t Y.Y, t zz) are referred to as normal stresses, and

the six off—diagonal elements (t
砂

， tyx, t xz, t zx, t yz, t zy) are called shear stresses. The

meaning of these components is illustrated in Figure 7. 
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Figure 7. Stress components in a three dimensional field. 
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2.2 Mechanism of ice flow 

In order to derive simplified dynamic/thermodynamics field equations for the 

large-scale dynamics of ice sheets, Equation (2.2) (momentum balance) is approximated. 

In the equation, f is set as f =pg= -pge2 , and the accelerat10n term m Equation 

(2.2) is neglected due to small flow velocities (- 100 m I a) and long time scales (e.g., � 

1 ka). Therefore, we obtain for the stresses 

at at 
xx xy at xz —+ ― + ― =0 

ax 両 az

at yx at at 
—+ ____!2'._ + ___!:_ = 0' 
ax 両 az

at at at 
zx 巧 zz + + =pg. 

ax 両 az

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

The ice velocity is calculated from the flow law, which relates the deviatoric 

stress tensor tn and the strain-rate tensor D through the following equation, 

D = EA(T')crn-i t叫 (2.8)

where the stress-deviator components tn are obtained by subtracting the hydrostatic 

pressure (the mean normal stress) from the stress components, 

t=-pl+t叫 p=--trt. 
3 

(2.9) 

By comparing Equation (2.8) with the standard material function of a viscous fluid, we 

find 

1 
tD 

= 217 D⇒ - = 2EA(T')crn-t, (2.10) 
17 

where the coefficient 17 is called shear viscosity (or simply viscosity), and its inverse 

1 
-is the fluidity.

Equation (2.8) is called'Glen's flow law'(Paterson, 1994), in which the strain 

rate is proportional to the n -th power of the stress, the ice temperature dependent 

factor, A(T') (T'is the temperature relative to pressure melting point) and a further 

factor E. The latter is called enhancement factor, and controls the softness of ice due 

to the effects of impurity and/or anisotropy. The strain rate is expressed by the spatial 

derivatives of the velocity components as follows, 

凡�½冑〗］ (i,j = x,y,z), (2.11) 
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or explicitly, 

加X 凸＋竺] .!.[込＋立；
Bx 2 8y ax 2 az ax 

D, �1 _1_[加'+釦'
]

av 
y 

2 1 [
釦

az
y 十

釦

初
z 

I. (2.12)
2 ax ay ay 

½[詈＋詈]½[誓＋詈 西
z

az 

The effective shear stress u is defined as the square root of the second invariant of the 

stress tensor, 

O" =蒻げ +�!)
2

+(t�)
2 

]+t! +心+t! =�½ 両）2 
(2.13) 

Everywhere in an ice sheet except for the immediate vicinity (some 10 km 

horizontal distance) of ice domes (local maxima of the surface elevation) and ice margins, 

the flow regime is essentially simple, bed-parallel shear, and the slopes of the free 

surface and the ice base are small (Figure 8). The horizontal velocity v x, v 
Y 

can be 

calculated by using Equations (2.5) - (2.13) with the stress—free condition at the surface, 

and simplifications of the stress field called shallow ice approximation (Hutter 1983, 

Morland 1984). 

ah 
vx =Vbx -2(pgtlgradhl

n

-l_f EA(T'Xh-z)虚，
ax b 

Bh 
Vy= Vby -2(pgtlgradh 1

n

-l 寸 EA(T'Xh-z)重
両 b

For expressions of the basal velocity (v
b
x, v

by
) see below (Section 3.2.1). 
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Figure 8. Flow regimes in an ice sheet. (Greve 2004, 2005) 
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2.3 Temperature equation 

The temperature equation can be derived from Equation (2.3) by inserting the 

constitutive equations for the stress deviator (Equation (2.8)), the heat flux (2.16), and 

the internal energy (2.1 7) defined as below, 

q = -K(T)gradT, (2.16) 

u = (c(f)df, (2.17) 

where K is the heat conductivity, c the specific heat capacity of ice, and I;。 the

melting point at atmospheric pressure, 273.15 K. 

Further, except for the very uppermost few centimeters of ice exposed to 

sunlight, the radiation r is negligible in an ice sheet, so that we obtain the 

temperature (T) evolution equation as 

dT 
pc = div(KgradT) + 417訊

dt 

where d the effective strain rate. This is defined as 

d=F-
2 

(2.18) 

(2.19) 

Evidently, the evolution of the internal temperature field is balanced by diffusion, 

advection and strain heating. 

2.4. Boundary conditions 

At the free surface, the kinematic boundary condition is derived as 

Bh Bh Bh 
— +v — +v --
at X ax y 両

v
z 

=N町． (2.20) 

where h represents the free surface, N
s 

the gradient norm of the surface, a�the 

ice volume flux through the free surface which is also known as the 

accumulation-ablation function or surface mass balance (see Greve, R., 2005b). In 

addition, the dynamic boundary condition which is related to stresses is 

t·n = 0, (2.21)

which describes a stress-free surface. n is the normal unit vector of the surface. For 

the temperature evolution equation (2.21), it is further required to provide a 

thermodynamic boundary condition. This can be done with the surface temperature Ts 

as 
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T=T 
s 
. (2.22) 

Similar to the free surface, a kinematic boundary condition and the dynamic 
condition for the ice base can be derived, 

ob ob ob 
— +v — +v --v

z 
=N叫

Ot X OX y 両

t·n = t lithosphere 
·n, 

(2.23) 

(2.24) 

where b stands for ice the elevation of base adjacent to the bedrock, N
b 

the gradient 
norm of the base, at the ice volume flux through the base which is called the basal 
melting rate, t

lithosphere 
the lithospheric stress (Greve, R., (2005b) Dynamics of ice 

sheets and glaciers). However, since we do not have any information about the stress 
conditions in the bedrock, an empirical sliding law is required as dynamic boundary 
condition. In this study, a Weertman-type sliding law is employed, which is described in 
detail in Section 3.2.1. The thermodynamic boundary condition is expressed in two 
forms for a cold base and a temperate base. For a cold base, that is, a basal temperature 
below the pressure melting point, there cannot be any basal melting or sliding, so that 

K(gradT·n) = qtea
, (2.25) 

which is a Neumann-type boundary condition for the basal temperature. qteo 
is the 

geothermal heat flux which must be prescribed. By contrast, for a temperate base, that 
is, a basal temperature at the pressure melting point, the basal temperature itself is 
known, 

T=T m' (2.26) 
which is a Dirichlet-type condition. (See Greve, R., (2005b) Dynamics of ice sheets and 
glaciers.) 

2.5 The evolution of ice thickness 

By combining the kinematic boundary conditions of Equation (2.20) and 
Equation (2.23) with the continuity equation (2.1), we can derive an evolution equation 
for the ice thickness. The ice thickness is defined as 

H(x,y,z) = h(x,y,z)-b(x,y,z). (2.27) 
The schematic picture of a vertical cross section of an ice sheet is shown in Figure 9 
(Saito 2002). The components of the mass balance equation (2.1) of an ice sheet are 
written as 
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z—+ — + ― =0.

函 両 oz
(2.28) 

Integrating Equation (2.28) from the ice base to the free surface and inserting the 

kinematic boundary conditions yields 

a h a h ah ab 乱 vxdz + 8y l vy
dz十

百

―N凡
J_ 言 +N叫 =0. (2.29) 

The volume flux Q is introduced as the vertically integrated horizontal velocity, 

Q�(互〕 �lr::: J 
By using the ice thickness H = h - b, we obtain the ice—thickness equation

8H 
= -divQ+N心—N匹

at 
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(2.30) 

(2.31) 



Ice sheet h:::=h(x,y) 

H = H(x,y 

。
x,y 

Figure 9. Schematic picture of a vertical cross section of an ice sheet. (Saito 2002) 

h = h(x,y) represents the ice surface and b = b(x,y) the ice base adjacent to the 

bedrock. 
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3. Model description

3.1 SICOPOLIS 

The model SICOPOLIS (Simulation Code for POLythermal Ice Sheets, Greve 

1997a, b), is applied to the Greenland ice sheet. SICOPOLIS is a three-dimensional 

large-scale ice sheet model which is based on the dynamics and thermodynamics of ice 

sheets. It simulates the extent, thickness, velocity, temperature, water content and age 

of ice sheets. It is based on the shallow-ice approximation (Hutter 1983, Morland 1984) 

and the rheology of an incompressible, heat-conducting fluid with Glen's flow law (see 

Section 2). Temperature and water-content-dependent rate factors are described in 

detail by Greve et al. (1998), and the isostatic depression and rebound of the lithosphere 

is modeled by the local-lithosphere-relaxing-asthenosphere (LLRA) with an isostatic 

time lag (Le Meru and Huybrechts 1996, Greve 2001). The structure of SICOPOLIS is 

sketched in Figure 10. 
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Figure 10. 3D ice sheet model SICOPOLIS (Greve 1997) 
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3.2 General set-ups 

3.2.1 Basal sliding condition 

For describing a basal sliding condition, Weertman's theory (Weertman 1957) is 

used. It explains basal sliding as the motion of ice, passing over bumps on the glacial 

bed at the melting temperature. According to this theory, ice moves over bedrock bumps 

by a combination of regelation and enhanced plastic flow (Figure 11). It is reasonable to 

assume that the ice is frozen to the ground if the basal temperature Tb is below the 

pressure melting point Tm , so that no-slip conditions prevail. By contrast, if the basal 

temperature is at pressure melting, basal sliding can be expected and its amount can be 

related to the basal shear stress T and basal overburden pressure P in the form of a 

power law (Weertman-type sliding law). Therefore, the basal—sliding velocity vb 
can be 

expressed as 

vb
(T/)= 

C
b
e巧ly,ms I T Ip-I

pg pq 
for Tb�T

m 
(T'

b �0 ℃)． (3.1) 

The sliding law has been modified to allow for sub-melt sliding via the coefficient 

'Y
sms

=I℃ (Hindmarsh and Le Meur 2001, Greve 2005a). Further vb 
is the basal 

sliding velocity, T'
b 

is the temperature relative to pressure melting, T'is the basal 

shear traction between the bed and the ice, p is the ice density, g is the gravitational 

acceleration and P = pgH is the over burden pressure. The stress and pressure 

exponents p = 3, q = 2 are suitable for sliding on hard rock and p = I, q = 0 for 

sliding on soft, deformable sediment (see Greve et al. (2006) and references there in). It 

has been researched that the bed of Greenland is hard rock (e.g. Bamber et al., 2001b, c), 

so that the exponents are chosen as p = 3, q = 2 , and the basal-sliding coefficient is set 

to C
b

= 105 a
―

1. 

Implementation of the NEG IS is made by the basal sliding condition. In order 

to produce fast ice flow, the sliding law is modified only in the domain of NEGIS as 

below, 

vb
(T/)= 

匂巧ly,加 Ir Ip
—1

pg pq
て，

where C 
b 

is defmed as 

C
b =C

b xm, m>I; 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

mis the sliding enhancement factor. Therefore, sliding in the NEG IS area is assumed to 

be enhanced by the factor m with respect to regular sliding elsewhere. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 11. Schematic diagram of Weertman-type sliding showing (a) periodically 

distributed bed bumps and (b) pressure perturbation at the stoss and lee sides of bumps 

(Sugiyama 2006).'L'is the distance of each bump, and'a'a side of a bump,'a'the slope 

of the bed plane. Ice melts when the pressure intensifies in stoss sides at the pressure 

melting point, and refreezes in less sides where the pressure is smaller. 
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3.2.2 Paleoclimatic forcing 

In order to calculate the paleoclimatic forcing, a glacial index g(t) is 

introduced. The glacial index is used to determine the surface-temperature and 

precipitation distribution over the ice sheet by interpolation between present and LGM 

conditions. The source of the index is based on the炉0 record of GRIP (Dansgaard 

et al. 1993), which is a proxy for the surface-temperature history of the Greenland ice 

sheet (Johnsen et al., 1995). Before 105 ka BP, due to the falsification of ice core record 

by irregular ice flow, the surface-temperature history derived from o D of the Antarctic 

Vostok ice core (Petit et al. 1999) is used instead. The glacial index is defined as follows, 

T (t)-T 
g(t) = 

s s,present 

T -T '
s,LGM s,present 

and the reference values are 

½,present = -31.74℃ (for炉0 = -35.2 %0),

½,LGM = -55.15℃ (for炉0 = -42.71 %0), 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

where the latter represents the LGM minimum taken at 21.9 ka BP. The glacial index is 

shown in Figure 12. 

The glacial index g(t) is defined such that g = 1 for LGM conditions and 

g = 0 for present conditions (Forsstrom et al. 2003, Forsstrom and Greve 2004). The 

present-day surface air temperature is parameterized following Ritz et al. (1997), and 

the present precipitation is constructed based on the digitized accumulation map by 

Calanca et al. (2000). LGM climate is the results from GCM simulations with the 

UKMO model (Hewitt and Mitchell 1997), which were carried out for the Paleoclimate 

Modeling Intercomparison Project (PMIP, www-lsce.cea.fr/pimp). The climate conditions 

referred to g(t) at any time t in the runs are obtained by weighting the interpolation 

between present-day climate conditions and LGM climate conditions. 
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Figure 12. Glacial index g(t) derived from the GRIP and Vostok surface-temperature 

records (Dansgaard et al. 1993, Johnsen et al. 1995, Petit et al. 1999). 
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3.2.3 Future climatic forcing: WRE scenarios 

In the future simulations, WRE scenarios are used as global warming climatic 

forcings. They were originally based on the scenarios developed by Wigley, Richels and 

Edmonds (1996). Working Group I (WGI) of the IPCC (Intergovernmental Panel on 

Climate Change) developed a set of illustrative pathways for stabilizing the 

atmospheric CO2 concentration at 350, 450, 550, 650 and 750 ppm (Enting et al. 1994, 

Schimel et al. 1995). Wigley, Richels and Edmonds constructed the WRE scenarios from 

the WGI profiles which were devised with corresponding anthropogenic emissions 

requirements. The WRE scenarios were improved by Cubasch et al. (2001) in the second 

assessment report of IPCC, and the new scenarios were derived from WRE profiles 

under the assumption of stabilization of the atmospheric CO2 concentration at 450, 550, 

650, 750 and 1000 ppm, respectively. The associated global mean temperatures are 

derived from average values which were calculated by nine different GCM's driven by 

the WRE profiles (Cubasch et al., 2001). 

Church et al. (2001) reported the 21st century's temperature change as the 

results of the IS92a scenario with nine different AOGCM experiments. In the report, 

the change of temperature over the Greenland ice sheet was in the range of 1.3 to 3.1 

times the global mean change, with an average ratio of approximately 2, which is used 

in this study. The increase in precipitation over Greenland was in the range of 2. 7 to 

7.8 %/℃ with an average of approximately 5 % I℃, and again the latter value is used 

here. Figure 13 shows the CO2 concentration of each scenarios, and Figure 14 the global 

surface temperature change. 
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Figure 13. WRE profiles which assume stabilization of atmospheric CO2 concentration 

for at 450, 550, 650, 750 and 1000 ppm, respectively. 

(Cubasch et al., 2001) 
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Figure 14. Global mean temperature change △ T g for the profiles WRE450, WRE550, 

WRE650, WRE750and WRElOOO (stabilization scenarios for atmospheric CO2), by 

Cubasch et al. (2001). 
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3.2.4 Surface meltwater 

In order to calculate the amount of meltwater, a positive degree-day (PDD) 

model (Reeh 1991) is used, which is a parameterization for the melt rate of snow and ice 

at surface of an ice sheet or glacier. It is based on the assumption that melt rate is 

proportional to the surface air temperature excess above 0℃ (e.g. Braithwaite and 

Olesen, 1989, Hock 2003). The positive degree days (PDD) are computed following Calov 

and Greve (2005), 

PDD�1 dt{ i;ex{-feし］十�err{— ?iJ}, (3.7) 

where T
ac 

is the annual temperature cycle, Ci is the standard deviation of the 

temperature from the annual cycle, erfc is error function and A = 1 year. The PDD 

model yields for the melting rate 

M�max[p.,(翌�-;::} oJ (3.8) 

where M is the melting rate, PDD are the positive-degree days during the melting 

season of duration L1tm 
, S is the solid precipitation (snowfall rate), and the 

degree-day factors for ice melt and snow melt are /J 
ice 

and /J snow' respectively. The 

saturation factor for the formation of superimposed ice is Pmax 
(Greve 2005a). 

With a view to introduce the effect of surface meltwater on basal sliding, the 

Weertman-type sliding law of Equation (3.1) is modified as follows, 

c 乃ly,m,

Vb (T/) = 

b ,smw 
e If'1p-1 

pg pq 
f'' (3.9) 

where Cb,smw 
is the basal sliding coefficient including the surface maltwater effects, 

defined as 

Cb,smw = Cb (1 + rM)· (3.10) 

The parameter r is the surface meltwater coefficient. For the NEGIS area, the basal 

sliding coefficient 

でb,smw
= Cbm(l汀M), (3.11) 

which includes the sliding enhancement factor m, is used instead. 

Here we estimate the value of the surface meltwater coefficient r by data 

from Zwally et al. (2002). By subtracting the new basal sliding law of Equation (3.9) 
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from the original basal sliding law of Equation (3.1), the difference of 

11v
b 

= 
Cb yMが

ーし

pg Pb 

(3.12) 

can be attributed to meltwater—induced acceleration. If we employ the relations 

Pb 
= pgH, r b = pgH I V h I , 

the difference △ v
b 

in Equation (3.12) can be written as 

△ v
b

= Cb yMH I▽ h 1
3 . 

(3.13) 

(3.14) 

For the Swiss Camp in central west Greenland, Zwally et al. (2002). reported a value of 

PDD = 116.5℃ d for the summer melting season (△ t
m
�120 d) in 1998. With the 

snowfall rate S�220 mm w.e. /a�0.6 mm w.e. /d (Ohmura and Reeh 1991), 

Equation (3.12) yields a melting rate of M�6 mm w.e. /d�6.5 mm i.e. /d. The 

increase of ice-flow velocity during the summer of 1998 was 88 mm /d (Zwally et al. 

2002). If this increase is identified with the meltwater-induced acceleration of basal 

sliding�v
b
, Equation (3.14) can be solved for the coefficient r as, 

r= △ v
b 

Cb
MHI▽ h 1 3 

(3.15) 

With the ice thickness H = 1220 m and the surface slope I Vh I�0.01 (Parizek and 

Alley 2004), this yields a value for the surface-meltwater coefficient of y�0.11 a/ m. 

Note that this estimate holds only for one particular position in the ice sheet. 

Therefore, it is not necessarily representative for the NEG IS area or the entire ice sheet, 

and a suitable overall value may differ from this estimate substantially. 
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3.2.5 Other physical parameters 

The standard physical parameters of the ice-sheet model SICOPOLIS are listed 

in table 1. Note that E = l holds for Holocene or Eemian ice (deposited between 11 ka 

BP and the present, or between 132 and 114.5 ka BP), and E = 3 holds for Weichselian 

or pre-Eemian ice (deposited during other times). 

Quantity Value 

G rav1ty accelerat10n, g 9.81 m / s2 

Density of ice, p 910 kg/ ms 

Power—law exponent, n 3 

Flow-enhancement factor, E l / 3 * 

Melting point at atmospheric pressure, T;。 273.15K 

Heat conductivity of ice, K 9.828 e
―

o.oo57T[KlW / m K

Specific heat of ice, c (146.3 + 7.253 T[K])J / kg K 

Latent heat of ice, L 335 kJ / kg 

Clausius-Clapeyron gradient, /3 8. 7 X 10ゴKim

Isostatic time lag, て
iso 3000 a 

Asthenosphere density, p
a 3300 kg Im 

Density specific X heat of the 

lithosphere, pふ

Heat conductivity of the lithosphere, 凡

2000 kJ / ms K 

3W/mK 

Tablel. Standard physical parameters of the ice-sheet model SICOPOLIS. (Greve 

2005a) 

(* s ee mam text.) 
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4. Paleoclimatic simulations

4.1 Set-up of GRL20: 20 km grid 

The first part of the paleoclimatic simulations are carried out with a 20-km 

resolution grid, and these experiments are referred to as GRL20 runs. The horizontal 

grid leads to 82 by 140 grid points in the stereographic plane, and in the vertical, 81 grid 

points in the cold ice region, 11 grid points in the temperate region and 11 grid points in 

the lithosphere are used. The model domain follows the previous work by Greve (2005a) 

which covers entire Greenland with the surrounding sea, and the domain map of the 

NEG IS area is determined by Figure 15 (Contour plot of balance velocities up to 500 m / 

a). Model time is from 250 ka BP until the present (Oka), and spin-up simulations are 

from 422 ka BP until 250 ka BP. The time step for all model components is 5 a. 
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Figure 15. The domain map of NEGIS based on the Figure 5 (contour plot of balance 

velocities up to 500 m / a by Bamber et al., 2001a) in 40-km resolution. NEGIS is 

represented within black broken lines and orange plots are the NEGIS area simulated 

in the runs. 
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4.1.1 Results and discussion of the reference simulation without the NEGIS 

(GRL20_REF) 

As first experiment, a reference run without the NEGIS is carried out. This 

simulation carefully follows the previous work by Greve (2005a), with a distribution of 

the geothermal heat flux based on the heat flux data set of Pollack et al. (1993). 

Geothermal heat fluxes were further modified, such that the simulated basal 

temperatures match the measured ones at the location of four deep ice cores, GRIP 

(Greenland ice core project), NorthGRIP (NGRIP), Camp Century (CC) and Dye 3. 

Figure 16(a), Figure 17(a), and Figure 18(a) show the results of surface elevation, 

surface velocity, and ice-thickness deviation (difference of simulated results and 

observed data) of the reference simulation. In the surface elevation map, brown areas 

represent ice free areas, and blue areas are ice covered. In the surface velocity map, 

dark red areas show velocities faster than 1000 m / a, and the ice thickness deviation is 

smaller when the contour is pale blue or beige. Compared to the observed present-day 

ice thickness, the resulting ice thickness is 1.2 % too large at GRIP, 1.1 % too small at 

NGRIP, 4.9 % too small at Camp Century and 11.9 % too small at Dye 3. As a 

meaningful comparison, Figure 1 7(f) shows the observed surface—velocity data of the 

NEG IS area, which were researched as part of the Program for Arctic Regional Climate 

Assessment (PARCA) [Data sets from "Data and Information Service for CliC" 

(http://clic.npolar.no/disc/), courtesy Dr. Ian Joughinl. 

4.1.2 Results and discussion of simulations with varied basal sliding coefficient 

(GRL20_ BSC) 

In order to account for the NEGIS, enhanced basal sliding is now introduced to 

the model. Refering to the balance velocities by Bamber et al. (2001b, c), the NEGIS 

area is placed in the domain map (Figure 15). The coefficient of the Weertman-type 

sliding law (3.3) is used. In Equation (3.4), the basal sliding coefficient C
b 

is changed 

with the sliding enhancement factor m = 2 (GRL20_BSC2), m = 5 (GRL20_BSC5), 

m = 10 (GRL20_BSC10), m = 20 (GRL20_BSC20). 

Figure 16(b) - (e), Figure 1 7(b) - (e), and Figure 18(b) - (e) show the results of 

surface elevation, surface velocity, and ice-thickness deviation for these experiments. In 

the surface elevation maps of Figure 16(b) - (e), the elevations in the NEGIS area 

decrease, and the ice covered areas retreat with increasing m . It also can be seen that 

the contour lines are bended toward the inland in the north-east. Surface velocities 

show red areas whose velocity is over 300 m / a for the runs with m larger than 5, and 
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these results better reproduce to the observed PARCA data (Figure 17 (f)). Surface 

elevation changes are more visible in the results of ice-thickness deviations. Surface 

lowering is evident as m increases, and GRL20_BSC 1 0  and GRL20_BSC20 lead to too 

thin ice in the NEGIS area with misfits of - 200 m. The GRL20_BSC2 (m = 2) result 

shows a good agreement, with values of ice thickness deviations, within士5 0m.

From the GRL20_BSC runs we cam see that varying the basal sliding coefficient 

shows a very clear effect on the NEGIS. Ice-thickness deviations provide a reasonable 

value for a sliding enhancement factor m = 2 . From the surface—velocity results of the 

NEGIS, a factor m larger than 2 provides the best fit when compared to the contour 

plot of balance velocities by Bamber et al. (2001) (Figure 5) or to the observed data by 

PARCA (Figure 17(f)). The discrepancy of the best-fitting m between the results of ice 

thickness and surface velocity may suggest that the NEGIS does not exist during the 

whole period of the simulations. It may present or appear stronger in warmer eras while 

being less significant in colder eras due to coldness of the surrounding environment and 

increased stiffness of the ice. 
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Figure 16. Results of surface elevation of varied basal sliding coefficient in 

20-km resolution.

(a): GRL20_REF, reference simulation without the NEG IS. 

(b): GRL20_BSC2, m = 2 at NEGIS. 

(c): GRL20_BSC5, m = 5 at NEGIS. 

(d): GRL20_BSC10, m = IO at NEGIS. 

(e): GRL20_BSC20, m = 20 at NEGIS. 
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Figure 17. Results of surface velocity of varied basal sliding coefficient in

20-km resolution. 

(a): GRL20_REF, reference simulation without the NEGIS.

(b): GRL20_BSC2, m = 2 at NEGIS.

(c): GRL20_BSC5, m = 5 at NEGIS.

(d): GRL20_BSC10, m = 10 at NEGIS.

(e): GRL20_BSC20, m = 20 at NEGIS.

(f): Observed surface velocity in the NEGIS area (data by PARCA, courtesy

Dr. Ian Joughin). 
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Figure 18. Results of ice-thickness deviation of varied basal sliding coefficient in 

20-km resolution.

(a): GRL20_REF, reference without the NEGIS. 

(b): GRL20_BSC2, m = 2 at NEGIS. 

(c): GRL20_BSC5, m = 5 at NEGIS. 

(d): GRL20_BSC10, m = IO at NEGIS. 

(e): GRL20_BSC20, m = 20 at NEGIS. 
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4.1.3 Results and discussion of simulations with varied surface meltwater 

coefficient (GRL20_SMW) 

In these simulations, the effect of surface meltwater on the basal sliding speed 

is investigated. The NEGIS area is placed in the same domain as for the GRL20_BSC 

runs, and Equation (3.11) is used as the basal boundary condition in the NEGIS area. 

That is, enhancement of basal sliding via the factor m is not taken into account. As I 

mentioned previously, the production of surface meltwater is calculated by means of the 

positive degree-day model. Since the estimated value for the surface meltwater 

coefficient y 0.1 a / m in Equation (3.15) is too small to detect the effects of the 

meltwater on the ice sheet, the surface meltwater coefficient y in Equation (3.11) is 

varied as 1 a/ m (GRL20_SMW1), 2 a/ m (GRL20_SMW2), 3 a/ m (GRL20_SMW3), 4 

a/ m (GRL20_SMW4), 5 a/ m (GRL20_SMW5), and 6 a/ m (GRL20_SMW6). 

Figure 19(a) - (f), Figure 20(a) - (f), and Figure 21(a) - (f) show the results of these 

simulations for surface elevation, surface velocity, and ice-thickness deviation, 

respectively. It is difficult to find clear differences in the surface elevation maps; 

however, the ice-thickness deviations show notable lowerings at NEGIS margins in 

GRL20_SMW1 to GRL20_SMW3, and the difference becomes more distinct even further 

inland in GRL20_SMW 4 to GRL20_SMW6. From the surface-velocity results, 

comparison to the contour plot of balance velocities by Bamber et al. (Figure 5) and the 

observed data by PARCA (Figure 17(f)) demonstrates that the variation of y affects 

the surface velocities only near the margins even for the largest value of y = 6 m I a 

(60 times larger than the estimate). 

These results show that the surface meltwater has a significant effect on ice flow 

only near the ice margins, and its influence on the overall ice volume is very small. 

Therefore, the surface meltwater effect itself cannot explain the onset of the NEG IS as 

far upstream as observed. This is so because the inland is too cold to produce large 

amounts of meltwater, which mainly occurs in the vicinity of the ablation areas close to 

the ice margin. 
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Figure 19. Results of surface elevation of varied surface meltwater coefficient in 

20-km resolution.

(a): GRL20 SMWl , y = 1 a/ m at NEG IS. 

(b): GRL20 SMW2 , y = 2 a/mat NEGIS. 

(c): GRL20_SMW3, y = 3 a/ m at NEGIS. 

(d): GRL20 SMW4 , y = 4 a/mat NEG IS. 

(e): GRL20_SMW5, y = 5 a/ m at NEGIS. 

(f): GRL20_SMW6, y = 6 a/ m at NEGIS. 
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Figure 20. Results of surface velocity of varied surface meltwater coefficient in 

20-km resolution.

(a): GRL20 SMWl , y = 1 a/ m at NEGIS. 

(b): GRL20_SMW2, y = 2 a/ m at NEGIS. 

(c): GRL20_SMW3, y = 3 a/m at NEG IS. 

(d): GRL20 BMW 4 ， ッ = 4 a/ m at NEGIS. 

(e): GRL20 SMW5 , y = 5 a/ m at NEGIS. 

(f): GRL20_SMW6, y = 6 a/ m at NEGIS. 
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Figure 21. Results of ice-thickness deviation of varied surface meltwater 

coefficient in 20-km resolution. 

(a): GRL20 SMWl , y = 1 a/ m at NEGIS. 

(b): GRL20_SMW2, y = 2 a/ m at NEGIS. 

(c): GRL20_SMW3, y = 3 a/m at NEG IS. 

(d): GRL20 BMW 4 ， ッ = 4 a/ m at NEGIS. 

(e): GRL20 SMW5 , y = 5 a/ m at NEGIS. 

(f): GRL20_SMW6, y = 6 a/ m at NEGIS. 
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4.1.4 Conclusion of GRL20 and motivation for next simulations 

In the GRL20_BSC simulations, there is a disagreement to determine the basal 

sliding coefficient between the results of the ice-thickness deviation and the surface 

velocity at the NEGIS. The best—fitting value of the sliding enhancement factor is 

m = 2 from the maps of the ice-thickness deviation, which produces the smallest 

deviation among the simulations. On the other hand, the maps of surface velocity show 

that the value of m = 2 is too small, concluded by comparisons to the contour plot of 

balance velocities by Bamber et al. (2001) (Figure 5) and the observed data by PARCA 

(Figure 17(f)). 

In an attempt to resolve this discrepancy, the effect of the surface melt-water has 

been introduced in the GRL20_SMW simulations. The idea of surface melt-water relies 

on the assumption that the surface melt-water penetrates quickly and affects the basal 

condition much faster than geothermal and climatic heat conductivity. However, the 

results of the GRL20_SMW show that the effect of surface meltwater on ice volume 

change is significant only at the margins where the surface temperature is warm 

enough to produce sufficient meltwater. Therefore it cannot explain the onset of the 

NEGIS as far upstream as observed. This outcome must be solved by improving and 

adding new ideas to the model. 

4.2 Set-up of GRL 10: 10 km grid 

In order to investigate the NEGIS more precisely and evaluate the discrepancy 

of the sliding enhancement factor m in GRL20 runs, as the second part of the 

paleoclimatic simulations the GRLlO runs are carried out with a horizontal resolution 

of 10 km, which leads to 164 by 280 grid points. The vertical grid is the same as for the 

GRL20 runs, and the model domain of NEGIS is changed following the description of 

Fahnestock et al. (1993) in the purpose of getting a more detailed representation of the 

NEG IS. Model time is from 127 ka BP until the present (Oka), and the initial conditions 

are derived from a single spin-up simulation in order to save computing time. The 

initial conditions were well tuned by the distribution of the geothermal heat flux on the 

ice sheet, using the basal temperature data of the deep ice cores. (See the reference data 

of the temperatures and ice thickness data in Greve 2005a.) Time step for all model 

components is 1 a. 
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4.2.1 Result and discussion of the reference simulation without the NEGIS 

(GRL 10_REF) 

Like simulation GRL20_REF, the reference run GRLlO_REF is carried out 

without the NEGIS. The basal sliding coefficient in Equation (3.1) is set, and the rest of 

the settings of climatic forcing are the same as in GRL20_REF. For the GRLlO 

simulations, scatter plots are used as a more objective tool for the evaluation of 

deviations of ice thickness and surface velocity. Two types of scatter plots are created; 1. 

for the mean of misfit, and 2. for the RMS (root mean square) of misfit. Mean and RMS 

misfit are defined as below, 

LHsim (i,j)-Hobs (i,j) 
Mean= i,J (4.1) 

N 

RMS= 

L {Hsim (i,j)-Hobs (i,j)}
2 

i,J (4.2) 
N 

The mean and RMS are computed for the misfits in ice thickness and surface velocity, 

respectively. 

Figures 22(a), 23(a), and 24(a) show the resulting surface elevation, surface 

velocity, and ice-thickness deviation, respectively. Also, the scatter plots of ice thickness 

and surface velocity are shown in Figure 25(a) and Figure 26(a), respectively. From the 

scatter plots, we find that the simulated ice-thickness deviations are larger than the 

observed ones (Figure 25(a)), and the simulated surface velocities are slower than the 

observed ones (Figure 26(a)). Both results of scatter plots suggest that the ice flow is too 

slow in NEGIS area, and therefore the basal sliding at NEGIS must be corrected to 

reproduce the observational feature. 

4.2.2 Results and discussion of simulations with varied basal sliding coefficient 

for non-linear basal sliding (GRL 1 O_ BSC) 

Like it was done in GRL20_BSC, the sliding enhancement factor m in 

Equation (3.3) is varied as m = 2 (GRL10_BSC2), m = 3 (GRL10_BSC3), m = 4 

(GRL10_BSC4), m = 5 (GRL10_BSC5), and the stress and pressure exponents are 

chosen as p = 3, q = 2 (non -linear basal sliding). 

Figures 22(b) - (e), 23(b) - (e), and 24(b) - (e) show the results for the surface 

elevation, surface velocity, and ice-thickness deviation, respectively. Also, the scatter 

plots of ice thickness and surface velocity are shown in Figures 25(b) - (e) and 26(b) - (e), 

respectively. The surface elevations show that the contour lines bend toward the 
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summit with increasing m (Figure 22(b) - (e)), similar to GRL20_BSC runs. The 

ice-thickness deviations (Figure 23(b) - (e)) are smallest deviations in GRL10_BSC2 

and GRL10_BSC3. As for the surface velocities, the red areas whose velocity is over 300 

m I a appear in the runs with a factor m larger than 2. The scatter plots of ice 

thickness show that the minimum of 'mean of misfit' is + 11.20 m in GRL10_BSC2 

(m = 2), and the minimum of'RMS of misfit'is 137.1 m in GRL10_BSC3 (m = 3) (Table 

2). On the other hand, for the surface velocity of ice, the minimum of'mean of misfit'is -

0.883 m I a in GRL10_BSC4 (m = 4), and the minimum of'RMS of misfit'is 66.52 m I a 

in GRL10_BSC3 (m = 3) (Table 3). Moreover, in the scatter plots in GRL10_BSC3, 

points fall nicely on the line which represents the minimum deviation. From these 

results, it is concluded that the most proper value of the sliding enhancement factor is 

m = 3, that is, basal sliding in the NEGIS area is three times more pronounced that 

elsewhere in the ice sheet. 
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Figure 22. Results of surface elevation of varied basal sliding coefficient in 

10-km resolution.

(a): GRLlO_REF, reference simulation without the NEGIS. 

(b): GRL10_BSC2, m = 2 at NEGIS. 

(c): GRL10_BSC3, m = 3 at NEGIS. 

(d): GRL10_BSC4, m = 4 at NEGIS. 

(e): GRL10_BSC5, m = 5 at NEGIS. 
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Figure 23. Results of surface velocity of varied basal sliding coefficient in 

10-km resolution.

(a): GRLlO_REF, reference simulation without the NEGIS. 

(b): GRL10_BSC2, m = 2 at NEGIS. 

(c): GRL10_BSC3, m = 3 at NEGIS. 

(d): GRL10_BSC4, m = 4 at NEGIS. 

(e): GRL10_BSC5, m = 5 at NEGIS. 
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Figure 24. Results of ice-thickness deviation of varied basal sliding coefficient 

in 10-km resolution. 

(a): GRLlO_REF, reference simulation without the NEGIS. 

(b): GRL10_BSC2, m = 2 at NEGIS. 

(c): GRL10_BSC3, m = 3 at NEGIS. 

(d): GRL10_BSC4, m = 4 at NEGIS. 

(e): GRL10_BSC5, m = 5 at NEGIS. 
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Figure 25. Scatter plots of ice thickness of GRLlO_REF and GRLlO_BSC, 

varied basal sliding coefficient in 10-km resolution. 

(a): GRLlO_REF, reference simulation without the NEGIS. 

(b): GRL10_BSC2, m = 2 at NEGIS. 

(c): GRL10_BSC3, m = 3 at NEGIS. 

(d): GRL10_BSC4, m = 4 at NEGIS. 

(e): GRL10_BSC5, m = 5 at NEGIS. 
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Figure 26. Scatter plots surface velocity of GRLlO_REF and GRLlO_BSC, 

varied basal sliding coefficient in 10-km resolution. 

(a): GRLlO_REF, reference simulation without the NEGIS. 

(b): GRL10_BSC2, 

(c): GRL10_BSC3, 

(d): GRL10_BSC4, 

(e): GRL10_BSC5, 

m=2 

m=3 

m=4 

m=5 

at NEGIS. 

at NEGIS. 

at NEGIS. 

at NEGIS. 
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4.2.3 Results and discussion of simulations with varied basal sliding coefficient 

for linear basal sliding (GRL 1 O_ BSCL) 

Although it is probably not realistic since the bed underlying ice is hardrock in 

Greenland, as a comparison to GRLlO_BSC the stress and pressure exponents in the 

sliding law are now chosen as p = l, q = 0 only for the NEG IS area. This setting is 

usually used for soft and deformable sediment (e.g. Greve et al. 2006). In these 

simulations, the basal sliding coefficients C
b 

are set to fit the linear flow, and are 

chosen as 1.0 x 10- 3 m / a Pa (GRL10_BSCL2), 1.5 x 10 - 3 m / a Pa (GRL10_BSCL3), 

1. 75 x 10 - 3 m / a Pa (GRL10_BSCL4), 2.0 x 10- 3 m / a Pa (GRL10_BSCL5), 1.0 x 10- 2 m

/ a Pa (GRL10_BSCL6). 

Results are shown in Figure 27(a) - (c) for the surface elevation, surface 

velocity and deviation of ice thickness, respectively. The scatter plots of ice thickness 

and surface velocity are shown in Figure 27(d) and (e). The results for the ice thickness 

show that the mm1mum of mean of m1sf北1s - 1.329 m in GRL10_BSCL5 (C = 2.0 x 

10 - 3 m / a Pa), and the minimum of 'RMS of misfit' is 180.4 m in GRL10_BSCL4 

(C
b 

= 1. 75 x 10 3 m / a Pa). On the other hand, for the surface velocity of ice, the 

minimum of'mean of misfit'is + 0.5204 m / a in GRL10_BSCL3 (C
b 

= 1.5 x 10 - 3 m / a 

Pa), and the minimum of'RMS of misfit'is 70.64 m / a in GRL10_BSCL4. These results 

lead to the conclusion that the most plausible value of C
b 

is 1. 75 x 10 - 3 m / a Pa. 

However, in the scatter plots of ice thickness in GRL10_BSCL4 (Figure 27(d)), the 

points are not positioned well on the minimum-deviation line, and it shows lower 

results in the areas of thin ice and higher results in the areas of thicker ice. Non-linear 

sliding gives clearly better results, and, consequently, we discard linear in favor of 

non-linear sliding. 
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Figure 27. Results of basal sliding coefficient of the linear basal sliding law. 

Cb is 1.75 x 10-3m I a Pa (best value in linear laws); GRL10_BSCL4 

(a): GRL10_BSCL4 surface elevation. 

(b): GRL10_BSCL4 surface velocity. 

(c): GRL10_BSCL4 deviation of ice thickness. 

(d): GRL10_BSCL4 scatter plots of ice thickness. 

(e): GRL10_BSCL4 scatter plots of surface velocity 
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4.2.4 Conclusion of GRL 10 

In the paleoclimatic simulations of GRLlO, I get the most suitable value of Cb 

as 3 times normal basal sliding (sliding enhancement factor m = 3), in the simulations 

with varied basal sliding coefficient for the non-linear sliding law, while for the linear 

sliding law, the most suitable value is Cb
= 1. 75 x 10

―

3 m / a Pa. Comparison of the 

minima of mean and RMS misfits of the ice thickness and the surface velocity shows 

that the non-linear sliding law is clearly favorable, and we conclude that the NEGIS is 

best represented by non-linear sliding ( p = 3, q = 2) with a sliding enhancement factor 

m=3. 
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Table 2. Misfits for the non-liner basal sliding law (GRLlO_BSC simulations) 

Thickness of REF BSC2 BSC3 BSC4 BSC5 

ice C
b

= 11.2 C
b 

= 22.4 C
b 

= 33.6 C
b 

= 44.8 C
b 

= 56.0 
m/aPa m/aPa m/aPa m/aPa m/aPa 

m = l m = 2 m = 3 m = 4 m = 5 

Mean of misfit + 75.33 m + 12.20 m - 37.80 m - 80.63 m - 116.6 m

RMS of misfit 162.9 m 139.2 m 137.1 m 153.2 m 173.5 m 

Surface REF BSC2 BSC3 BSC4 BSC5 

velocity of ice C
b 

= 11.2 C
b 

= 22.4 C
b 

= 33.6 C
b 

= 44.8 C
b 

= 56.0 
m/aPa m/aPa m/aPa m/aPa m/aPa 

m = l m = 2 m = 3 m = 4 m = 5 

Mean of misfit - 38.54 - 24.74 - 13.05 - 0.883 + 9.35
m/a m/a m/a m/a m/a

RMS of misfit 78.68 m I a 71.23 m / a 66.52 m I a 68.72 m / a 72.32 m / a 

Table 3. Misfits for the linear basal sliding law (GRLlO_BSCL simulations) 

Thickness REF BSCL2 BSCL3 BSCL4 BSCL5 BSCL6 

of ice C
b 

= 11.2 C
b

= C
b

= C
b

= C
b

= C
b

= 

m/aPa 1.0 X 10悶 1.5 X 10-3 1.75 X 10悶 2.0 X 10悶 1.0 X 10-2 
m/aPa m/aPa m/aPa m/aPa m/aPa 

Mean of 
+ 75.33 m + 99.56 m + 48.42 m + 23.73 m - 1.329 m - 421.9 m

misfit 
RMS of 162.9 m 190.1 m 180.4 m 180.4 m 186.1 m 524.8 m 

misfit 

Surface REF BSCL2 BSCL3 BSCL4 BSCL5 BSCL6 

velocity of C
b 

= 11.2 C戸 C戸 C戸 C戸 C戸
m/aPa 1.0x 10苅 1.5 X 10咄 1.75 X 10咄 2.0 X 10苅 1.0x 10戎

ice m/aPa m/aPa m/aPa m/aPa m/aPa 
Mean of + 75.33 - 18.36 + 0.5204 + 9.973 + 18.86 + 213.0

misfit m/a m/a m/a m/a m/a m/a
RMS of 162.9 76.43 71.00 70.64 71.37 228.2
misfit m/a m/a m/a m/a m/a m/a
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5 Future simulations 

5.1 Set-up of WRE10 

The effect of global warming on ice sheets is a remarkable subject, and a lot of 

researches rrelevant to the topic have been reported (e.g. in the third assessment report 

of IPCC, in Climate Change 2001: Impacts, Adaptation and Vulnerability) recently. To 

consider the warming climatic effect on the Greenland ice sheet, I carry out future 

simulations under global warming scenarios. In these runs, horizontal resolution is 10 

km, which leads to 164 by 280 grid points. The domains of the entire ice sheet and the 

NEGIS are the same as in the GRLlO runs. Climatic forcing of global warming 

simulations is taken from the WRE scenarios which I mentioned in Section 3.2.3. Model 

time for the simulations is from 1990 AD to 2350 AD, and the time step for all model 

components is 1 a. 

5.2 Results and discussion of the reference simulation without 

surface meltwater effect and without NEGIS (WRE10_WRE_REF) 

In the reference simulations, the paleoclimatic reference run GRLlO_REF 

without NEGIS effects (basal sliding coefficient, surface meltwater coefficient) is used 

as initial condition. The reference runs are carried out under WRE scenarios, WRE450, 

WRE550, WRE650, WRE750, WRElOOO, and are named as WRElO_ WRE450_REF, 

WRE10_WRE550_REF, WRElO WRE650 REF 

WRElO_WRElOOO_REF, respectively. 

WRElO_ WRE750_REF, 

Figures 28(a) and 28(c) are the surface—elevation results of 

WRElO_ WRE450_REF and WRElO_ WRElOOO_REF. Surface elevations of the ice sheet 

lowers significantly on the entire ice sheet in WRElO_ WRElOOO_REF compared to 

WRE10_WRE450_REF. Ice-covered areas also diminished in WRElO_WRElOOO_REF 

everywhere in the ice sheet, but it is more evident in the south—west part of the ice 

sheet. 

The effect of climate warming is already clear here without NEG IS and surface 

meltwater effects. It demonstrates that the temperature rise due to global warming 

affects the ice sheet strongly by surface melting. 
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5.3 Results and discussion of simulations with enhanced basal 

sliding and surface meltwater effect for the NEGIS 

(WRE10_WRE_SMW) 

The best result of GRL10_BSC3 (sliding enhancement factor m = 3) in the 

paleoclimatic simulations is used as the initial condition for the experiments in this 

section. Here I implemented both the basal sliding effect and the surface meltwater 

effect with the coefficient で
b

,smw defined in Equation (3.11). The surface meltwater 

coefficient y is set like for the GRL20_SMW runs as 0.1 a/ m (WRElO_WRE_SMW0.1), 

O a / m (WRElO_WRE_SMWO), 1 a / m (WRElO_WRE_SMWl), 2 a / m 

(WRE10_WRE_SMW2), 3 a/ m WRE10_WRE_SMW3), 4 a/ m (WRE10_WRE_SMW4), 

5 a / m (WRElO_ WRE_SMW5), 6 a / m (WRElO_ WRE_SMW6). The climate forcing is 

the same as for the WRE reference runs. Five scenarios for climate forcing and six 

conditions for the surface meltwater coefficient (y = 0 - 6 a / m) produce 30 different 

simulations. 

Figures 28(b), 28(c), 28(e), and 28(f) are the results of surface elevations for 

WRE10_WRE450_SMWO.l, WRE10_WRE450_SMW6, WRElO_WRElOOO_SMWO.l 

and WRElO_ WRE450_SMW6, respectively. Figure 29(a) is the time series of the total 

ice volume for the different WRE scenarios, and Figure 29(b) is the time series of the 

total ice volume for different values of y and the reference run. Similarly Figure 29(a) 

and (b), 30(a) shows the time series of freshwater discharge for the different WRE 

scenarios, and 30(b) shows the time series of freshwater discharge for different values of 

y and the reference run, respectively. The use of different values for y results in 

small differences over the WRE scenarios. The runs with y = O. l a / m, which was 

estimated by observational data, do not show any visible difference from the reference 

run for both WRE450 and WRElOOO. Even in the case of the most extreme value of 6 a/ 

m, its effects on the ice volume and water discharge are quite small, and the results are 

nearly the same as the reference simulations. The ice sheet decay due to the meltwater 

effect is limited to the north-east area of the ice sheet, and does not spread outward of 

the ice stream. On the other hand, the influence of the different climate scenarios on the 

results is much larger than that of the surface meltwater. It is very clear that the 

variation of WRE scenarios affects the ice volume strongly and diminishes the ice sheet. 
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Figure 28. Results of surface elevation of varied surface meltwater coefficient and the sliding 

enhancement factor m = 3 at NEGIS in 10-km resolution under WRE scenarios. 

(a): WRE450_REF, no NEGIS effect by basal sliding coefficient, and y = 0 a/mat NEG IS. 

(b): WRE450 SMW0.1 , y = 0.1 a/mat NEGIS. 

(c): WRE450_SMW6, y = 6 a/ m NEG IS. 

(d): WRElOOO_REF, no NEGIS effect by basal sliding coefficient, and y = 0 a/mat NEGIS. 

(e): WRElOOO SMWO.l , y = 0.1 a/ m at NEG IS. 

(f): WRE1000_SMW6, y = 6 a/mat NEGIS. 
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Figure 29(a): Time series of total ice volume with variation of WRE scenarios, surface 

meltwater coefficientッ = O a/ m (SMWO). 

Figure 29(b): Time series of total ice volume with variation of surface meltwater 

coefficient y from O to 6 a/ m under the WRElOOO scenario. 
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Figure 30(a): Time series of freshwater discharge with variation of WRE scenarios, 

surface meltwater coefficient y = 0 a/ m (SMWO). 

Figure 30(b): Time series of freshwater discharge with variation of surface meltwater 

coefficient y from O to 6 a/ m under the WRElOOO scenario. 
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5.3'Mini surge 

In addition to the results, an interesting feature can be seen in the time series 

of freshwater discharge in Figure 30(b). Some peaks around 2250 AD appear in most of 

the experiments with a surface meltwater coefficient of 1 to 6 a / m under the warming 

scenarios. Although it is too little amount to affect the total ice volume, it is a significant 

event in almost every simulation with surface meltwater effects. I assume that these 

peaks are mini surges which are caused by saturated surface meltwater penetrating 

down into the interior ice in the NEGIS area. 

A surge is an event in which a part of glacier or ice sheet flows at a much faster 

speed than normal over a short period. Surges have been observed in glaciers and ice 

sheets at different locations; however, their periodic mechanisms of a few decadal cycles 

are still unknown (Naruse 1990). A prominent phenomenon was first observed in 

Variegated Glacier from 1982 to 1983, that indicates the relation between glacial basal 

conditions and surges (Kamb et al. 1985). They concluded that, when the water pressure 

at the base increases, it accelerates basal sliding of ice flow markedly, and then the 

acceleration causes the surge. 

In order to analyze these mini surges, detailed simulations are carried out in 

shorter periods of Figure 30(b) during the surges. The simulations are used the same 

data as shown in Figure 30(b), GRLlO_SMW. From the time series of freshwater 

discharge in each scenario, I re-plot the output of the time series while focusing on the 

appearance of the surges. 

Figures 31(a) - (e) are the results of'mini surge'outputs under the WRE450, 

WRE550, WRE650, WRE750 and WRElOOO scenarios, respectively. The onset of the 

mini surges varies within a few decades, which start in - 2230 AD in WRElOOO, 2250 

AD in WRE750, 2270 AD in WRE650, 2320 AD in WRE550, whereas there is no 

appearance by the end of the runs (2350 AD) in WRE450. The range of the freshwater 

discharge during the surges is about 500 km3 / a in all scenarios except for WRE450 

with no mini surge appearance. 

As for the reason of the shift of onset of the surges, it can be presumed that the 

total amount of the water in the ice at the margin is related to the air temperature. The 

meltwater (at the surface, the base and the interior of the ice) saturates the ice in 

warmer areas at the ice sheet, usually at margins and lower areas. It is assumed that 

the amount of water is proportional to the atmospheric temperature, that is, it 

corresponds to the WRE scenarios. 
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5.4 Results and discussion of simulations with enhanced basal 
sliding for the NEGIS and surface meltwater effect for the entire ice 
sheet (WRE1 O_WRE_SMWALL)

As a further series of experiments, I impose the surface meltwater effect on the 

entire Greenland ice sheet, instead of limiting it to the NEG IS area. The modified basal 

sliding law (3.12) is used for the whole domain, and the WRE 450 and WRElOOO 

scenarios are run with surface meltwater coefficients of r = O. l a / m, 1 a / m, and 6 a / 

m (WRE10_WRE450_SMWALL0.1, 

WRE 10_ WRE450_SMWALL1, 

WRElO_WRElOOO_SMWALL0.1, 

WRElO_ WRElOOO_SMWALLl, 

WRE10_WRE450_SMWALL6, and WRE10_WRE1000_SMWALL6), respectively. 

Figures 32(a) - 32(f) show th e surface-elevat10n results of these simulations. In 

the WRE 1000 runs, the increase of y affects the ice volume reduction stronger than in 

the WRE450 runs. In addition, the effects of surface meltwater are quite large and 

significant especially in the southern part of the Greenland ice sheet such that the 

ice-sheet decay is enormous. 

The difference of the effect of y in the warming scenarios suggests that the 

surface meltwater effect on ice is stronger when climate conditions get warmer. The 

large ice shrinking in the southern part of Greenland can be explained by the setting of 

the degree-day factors /J for ice melt and snow melt (Tarasov and Peltier 2002), even 

though the horizontally uniform precipitation and temperature changes are given on 

the whole Greenland ice sheet, and the basal topography is higher in the southern part 

of Greenland. In reality, the temperatures are generally higher in the south, so that ice 

melt is much more sensitive to the global warming. 
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Figure 32. Results of surface elevation of varied surface meltwater coefficient on the 

entire Greenland ice sheet and the sliding enhancement factor m = 3 at NEGIS in 

10-km resolution under WRE scenarios.

(a): WRE450 SMWALL0.1 , y =O.l a/m. 

(b): WRE450_SMWALL1, y = 1 a/ m. 

(c): WRE450 SMWALL6 , y = 6 a/ m. 

(d): WRElOOO SMWALLO.l , y =O.l a/m. 

(e): WRElOOO SMWALLl , y 1 a/ m. 

(f): WRE1000_SMWALL6, y = 6 a/ m. 
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5.5 Conclusion of WRE10 

In the results of WRElO, it is revealed that the climate scenarios, that is, the 

increases of atmospheric temperature, change the simulation results significantly. WRE 

scenarios still assume the stabilization of CO2 in the atmosphere, nevertheless the 

concentration of CO2 today is increasing without any sign of stabilization (e.g. IPCC, 

Third Assessment Report, Climate Change 2001: The Scientific Basis). It indicates that 

further melting can be expected with the increase of the greenhouse-gas effect on the 

earth. 

Surface meltwater at the NEGIS shows only a small effect on the ice sheet 

volume. Different values of the surface meltwater coefficient r change the total ice 

volume slightly, and cause a small acceleration of ice sheet decay, but the melted areas 

are limited in north-east Greenland. Regarding freshwater discharge, the results are 

essentially the same as those of the total ice volume, that is to say, the effects of the 

variation of global warming scenarios are much stronger than the effects of the 

variation of the surface meltwater coefficient. The curious feature of mini-surges is 

found with surface meltwater effects in almost all WRE scenarios. This phenomenon 

will probably explain the important role of surface meltwater in the dynamics of ice 

sheet under warming climates. 

By contrast, the experiments with a surface meltwater effect on the entire ice 

sheet show a strong impact on the future volume change of the ice sheet for surface 

meltwater coefficients which are at least an order of magnitude larger than an estimate 

for one site in central west Greenland (Section 3.2.4). It is significant especially in the 

southern part, suggesting that the generally warmer climate (higher temperature) in 

that region plays a key role. I would suggest that, if the surface temperature of the ice 

sheet rises as it is expected from the ongoing global warming, the saturated melt water 

in ice increases as the increase of accumulation areas, and its contribution to the 

acceleration of ice flow will be no more negligible. 
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6. Summary

The Greenland ice sheet was simulated with the ice-sheet model SICOPOLIS, 

and two observational features, the NEGIS and the surface meltwater effect, were 

implemented. The NEGIS was modeled by introducing a constant sliding enhancement 

factor m > 1 in the observed area of the fast ice flow, while the surface meltwater effect 

was included by further enhancing basal sliding proportional to the meltwater rate M 

with the surface meltwater coefficient "{ . 

In the paleoclimatic simulations, we succeeded in the reconstruction of the 

NEGIS by tuning the basal sliding coefficient. From the results of the paleoclimatic 

simulations of GRLlO and GRL20, we conclude that the best value for the sliding 

enhancement factor is m = 3, that is , basal sliding in the NEGIS area is three times 

stronger than normal basal sliding (while preserving the non-linear, hard-rock type of 

sliding). The effect of surface meltwater on ice volume reductions in paleoclimatic runs 

are small and limited to near the margins where it is enough warm to produce 

meltwater. 

Then, we tried to investigate the effect of surface meltwater in the future 

simulations WRElO under global warming conditions. The effect of the surface 

meltwater on basal sliding, which is applied only at the NEGIS, gives only a small 

influence on the ice sheet, and the influence is limited to the northeast area. 

Nevertheless, climate conditions which are introduced as WRE scenarios of global 

warming affects the future evolution of the ice sheet significantly. Further, when the 

effect of the surface meltwater is implemented to the entire ice sheet, its impact on ice 

decay seems drastic, but only if I use a value for the coefficient much larger than a local 

estimate from data. 

As an unforeseen event in the future simulations, the existence of peaks in the 

freshwater discharge, which seemed like mini-surges, was identified. They appeared 

only when the surface meltwater effect was included. Nevertheless, the corresponding 

water discharges of the events were small compared to the total volume of the 

Greenland ice sheet. The underlying physical conditions, such as basal friction and 

basal temperatures during the surges, need to be clarified in future studies. 
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